
Easy to use. Precor products 
are designed for ease-of-use, 
that help users get on and get 
going.

INSPIRING ENERGY AND PASSION.
Every aspect of our fitness equipment is made to mirror human movement — fluid, natural, and 
familiar. Intuitive engineering and thoughtful design offer an invigorating workout that helps users 
keep moving. Arising from our heritage of providing quality fitness solutions that work, Precor fitness 
equipment keeps your users satisfied no matter what their goal. Precor inspires a life in motion. 

TEAMBIKE 800

COMMERCIAL/

INDOOR CYCLE 

Reliable and robust. 
The Teambike’s sleek design is 
engineered for durability and 
simple maintenance and offers 
the user superior comfort for 
a high energy workout.

Committed to excellence.
For 25 years Precor has been a 
leader in the fitness industry, 
delivering breakthrough 
innovations and premium quality 
products for the home and club.
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TEAMBIKE 800
COMMERCIAL INDOOR CYCLE

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

38 in (95 cm)
21 in (53 cm) 
44 in (112 cm)
128 lbs (58 kg) 
139 lbs (63 kg)

Length  

Width  

Height  

Weight  

Shipping Weight  

1/ Reliable and robust components: 
 Using strong, high-quality parts and materials, the Teambike is built 

to withstand the rigours of any busy fitness facility. Areas of high 
exposure are made of stainless steel, the flywheel is chrome-plated 
and the entire frame is ED (Electromagnetic Deposit) covered and 
powder coated for maximum resistance to corrosion.

2/ Attractive and easy to maintain:
 The Teambike is designed not only to look good but also to give easy 

and immediate access for service. Only the Teambike has a front 
fork around the wheel and a brake aperture in the frame for easy 
access and maintenance.

3/ Easy to use features: 
 • The simple pin and hole adjustment system provides stability 
    and security
 • The non-slip multi-grip handlebar can be adjusted safely
     without dismounting due to the position of the knob and the 

   adjustment security system
  • Two water bottle holders in different locations for maximum 

   convenience

4/ Ergonomic saddle design for maximum comfort:
 The unisex saddle is suited to both beginners and experienced users 

and is pre-shaped to encourage correct posture and offer maximum 
comfort.

5/ Strong dual-pedals:
 The dual-option Shimano pedals, with easily adjustable foot straps, 
 are designed to meet the demands of different user experience 
 levels and are suitable for cycle shoes and trainers.

6/ Smooth and accurate resistance:
 The latest technology and materials from the automotive industry 
 have been applied to the resistance controls, flywheel and Poly V belt.
 These give the users a smooth, fluid, workout and consistently 
 ‘real’ cycling experience.

 


